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Honorable Budget & Finance Committee
of the Los Angeles City Council

Room 395, City Hall
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Mayor's Proposed FY 2013/14 Budget for the Office of the City Attorney

Honorable Committee Members of the Budget & Finance Committee:

The Mayor's proposed Budget for FY 2013/14 provides a measure of long-
overdue relief to the many dedicated and hard-working employees of the City Attorney's
Office by eliminating the imposition of furloughs, which have ranged from 26 to as high
as 36 days per year since 2009. In FY 2012/13, our employees have been subjected to
and are enduring 34 days of furloughs. Although many of our criminal prosecutors, civil
advisors and trial attorneys regularly work on their furlough days due to the demands
and schedules of trials, legal deadlines and City Council timelines, the anticipated
formal end of imposed furloughs in FY 2013/14 is obviously a welcome development for
many reasons.

The recurring threat of layoffs for our employees also finally appears to be over,
as none are anticipated for the coming fiscal year. This will be the first time since 2009
that the Mayor's proposed Budget for this Office has not threatened furloughs or layoffs
for our employees. While the Mayor's proposed Budget does not fully address our
Office's needs or satisfy all salary and salary-adjustment issues, the end of furloughs is
obviously welcome news and a relief to all of those in our Office who, while providing
outstanding legal and public safety service to the residents of this City, have borne
many personal, professional and financial hardships over the last few years.

The proposal to regularize and budget a significant number of resolution
authorities is also a very positive improvement. The activities funded by the resolution
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authorities have for many years been critically-needed legal operations, deserving of
permanence.

However, while the overall proposed Budget is favorable to this Office, I am
greatly concerned about and object to the proposed reduction in positions for this Office
through the elimination of employee vacancies. Specifically, the Mayor's recommended
Budget calls for the elimination of 24 vacant positions, which equates to an actual cut of
$2.3 million to our Office's budget. Sixteen (16) of the vacant positions proposed to be
cut are permanent positions, while eight (8) are resolution authorities.

By cutting these positions, this Office is prevented from hiring essential staff
(both attorneys and support staff) to back-fill the huge loss of employees that we have
suffered over the past years through ERIP and normal attrition. Without these vacant
positions, we cannot hire and replenish our much-depleted ranks of litigators,
transactional attorneys, criminal prosecutors and critical support staff.

Since 2009, nearly 160 of our vacant positions have been eliminated, which has
greatly affected the ability of this Office to carry out its core Charter-mandated duties
and responsibilities. Although the Mayor purports to increase our salary budgeUn order
to eliminate furloughs, his simultaneous proposal to eliminate our Office's vacant
positions will materially impair our efforts to protect public safety and defend the City's
treasury. For example, while the Mayor's Budget proposes a salary fund increase of
4.6%, the proposed Budget, in reality, is shrinking the total size of our Office and
ultimately reducing the number of criminal prosecutors, civil advisors, trial attorneys and
support staff available to perform the necessary job of protecting our residents and the
City. Once those vacant positions are gone, no hiring of replacements into those
eliminated positions can occur.

In order to put these drastic cuts into perspective, the City Attorney's Office
presently has only 465 attorneys, down from a high of 567 in 2009. The vast majority of
the loss of attorneys has been absorbed by our Criminal Branch, which has dropped
from 300 prosecutors in 2009 to less than 200 today.' The severe loss of experienced
trial attorneys and the City-wide hiring freeze required the transfer of attorneys from the
Criminal Branch into the Civil Branch in order to successfully represent the City against
thousands of civil lawsuits demanding potentially billions of dollars in damages and
claims.

1 Currently, that equates to only one criminal prosecutor for every 50 LAPD officers. As is widely known,
the City Attorney's Office handles at least 70% of the arrests made by LAPD, which means that our
prosecutors are already handling a huge criminal caseload - on average 70,000 criminal cases filed
annually. Although our Office has successfully implemented and managed a Reserve Deputy City
Attorney Program, which, at any given time, provides dozens of volunteer attorneys to handle criminal
cases, such a program cannot (and should not) be a viable substitute for a fully-staffed and non-volunteer
corps of prosecutors.
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Despite such budget and staffing losses, this Office has been remarkably
successful in both defending the City in civil lawsuits (i.e., a 92% success record at trial)
and, in conjunction with the LAPD, the Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office
and many other law enforcement partners, reducing crime rates to historically low levels
(down 23%) through our prosecution efforts. These civil trial successes and drops in
crime, however, cannot long be sustained with such a precipitous reduction in trial
attorneys and criminal prosecutors resulting from budget cuts.

The unprecedented reductions in staffing for this Office due to ERIP and other
attrition have resulted in critically low levels of available and experienced legal and
support staff for essential functions. There is simply no further ability to cut staffing
without there being drastic consequences for the City and its residents. The proposed
elimination of vacant positions from the City Attorney's Office should therefore be
rejected. It makes absolutely no sense to weaken the City Attorney's Office by further
reducing its size, especially in light of the staggering criminal, civil and municipal case
loads facing the City each day.

Moreover, as with other public safety departments such as the LAPD and LAFD,
I believe that a minimum base staffing number should be established for the City
Attorney's Office. For example, in January 2010, during the depths of the economic
crisis facing this City (when the threat of thousands of layoffs was looming), the CAO in
the Mid-Year FSR stated that the appropriate number of general-funded employees for
the City Attorney's Office was 750. By July 1, 2010, however, due to ERIP and normal
attrition, our general-funded staffing level dropped to 733. Today, this Office has only
647 general-funded employees, which is far too low to effectively handle the never-
ending crush of civil and criminal cases, as well as the essential work of municipal
government, including drafting and reviewing proposed ordinances and advising all City
departments in a timely manner.

I therefore respectfully request that the City Attorney's Office be maintained at a
general-funded staffing level of no less than 700 employees. As such, no vacant
positions should be eliminated from this Office and we should be allowed to imrnediately
hire much-needed and experienced civil advisors, trial attorneys, criminal prosecutors
and support staff to re-fill our depleted ranks.

The continued unaddressed loss of staff, budget positions, and experience in the
City Attorney's Office will eventually cost the City millions of dollars in unfavorable
judgments and settlements, as well as pose serious threats to public safety due to rising
crime rates. Whatever short-term savings the City believes it may achieve and deposit
in the various reserve funds by reducing the size of the City Attorney's Office will not
only be expended in the future as increased payouts in lost civil cases, but will also
result in decreased public safety for our residents.
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There are several other disappointments in the Mayor's proposed Budget for this
Office. Once again, our request for technology upgrades in computer hardware and
programming of applications has been ignored. The Mayor also denied our continuing
requests for funding to retrofit and upgrade work spaces in order to meet ergonomic
standards. In addition, this Office's request for funding to allow the timely destruction of
old records currently stored in expensive private facilities has been denied. The long-
term storage of such old records in private facilities is an increasing annual burden on
our Office, which diverts funding from the core missions of this Office - namely,
protecting public safety, defending the City's treasury and representing its departments.

Lastly, as in each Budget deliberation since FY2009/1 0, this Office again
respectfully requests that the proposed Administrative Citation Enforcement ("ACE")
ordinance be implemented as soon as possible. As you know, the ACE ordinance is a
comprehensive, self-funded, citywide ordinance that creates a "pilot" administrative
citation alternative to the current practice of criminally prosecuting certain low-grade
public health and safety or "broken window" violations. As currently drafted, the proposed
ACE pilot program will include only LAPD and Animal Services. In the future, the Council
could add other City departments to the program as it deems appropriate.

Criminal prosecutions are traditionally a lengthy, costly and oftentimes ineffective
way to resolve minor violations that do not pose an immediate danger to the public.
Under ACE, offenders who timely correct their violations and pay a civil penalty will
avoid a criminal record and keep their cases out of the courts, which are already
overburdened and facing similar budget shortfalls. Recent drastic cuts to court budgets
and staffs make the ACE proposal an even more timely and necessary measure to
protect public safety. In fact, Superior Court judges have expressly recognized and
complimented ACE as an important and innovative approach during this time of reduced
public resources.

Experience has shown that when these broken window violations are ignored,
they foster more serious criminal activity, pose increased threats to public health and
safety and decrease business and property values. The timely correction of these
violations has become a cornerstone of "community policing," with marked success in
formerly neglected areas of the City. Our diligent neighborhood prosecution efforts of
the past few years have helped to dramatically reduce crime rates throughout the City,
including historic decreases in homicides and gang violence in communities where
these crimes once flourished.

Other municipalities faced with budget and resource limitations, including San
Diego and Sacramento, have already seen the wisdom and success of implementing
such an administrative citation program. The City of Los Angeles should pursue a similar
cost-effective course of action.
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I hope my comments assist you in your review of and deliberation on the budget
for this Office. I also trust that you will recognize the extraordinary efforts that this Office
and its outstanding public servants have diligently undertaken over the past several
years to both protect the safety of our residents and help successfully navigate our City
through one of the greatest economic challenges since the Great Depression. I would
also like to thank and commend each of you for your continued leadership, wisdom and
guidance during these very difficult and challenging budgetary times, which require the
making of very tough choices in identifYing City priorities and the providing of essential
services.

I look forward to continuing this discussion in the coming weeks and will be
prepared to discuss all budget and operational-related matters. Thank you again.

Very truly yours,

CARMEN A. TRUTANICH
City Attorney

cc: Miguel Santana, Chief Administrative Officer
Gerry Miller, Chief Legislative Analyst
Monique Earl, Deputy Mayor, Budget and Financial Policy


